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SCRAPS OF WISDOM
President’s Message :
“Decisions and Choices”
I’ve previously expressed my opinions regarding the benefits of
quilting including membership and participation within a guild. I’m
not in denial nor being unrealistic about any obstacles, I’ve chosen
to focus on the advantages. I suppose it would require less time
and effort to express possible negative aspects, however, that
would not be appropriate or beneficial to anyone. It’s best for everyone to promote a positive atmosphere.
When a choice is possible, typically we choose to continue certain
relationships, activities or projects when the benefits (pros) exceed
our often perceived negatives (cons). Obviously, other factors contribute to decisions made. For example, a project could become a
UFO when the cons (ie. frustrations) outweigh the pros. When we
feel differently, a choice is made to revisit the challenge. Encouragement is offered in our guild with rewarding programs and the
sharing of skills and talents during meetings, workshops and day
retreats including Mannheim.
Fortunately, decisions are not always final. There are more opportunities to encourage and support former members and other
quilting friends to rejoin or join our guild. Bring them to an evening
meeting (which is more intimate and informal). Invite them to view
your quilts at our exhibit in October.
Opinions of both positive and negative characteristics are perpetuated by our thought and verbal expressions. Our guild will continue and prosper if we choose to accentuate the positive elements.

Slab Quilt Testing
In Progress—Do Not Disturb
Photo credit (and cat) :Ruth Hicks
The Waterloo County Quilters’ Guild
provides an opportunity for quilters to
learn in a supportive, sharing, social
environment. We encourage you to get
the most out of your membership by
becoming more deeply involved in the
guild.
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May Program
Harebrained Happenings
Mary Eeg and Trisha DellaVella are two crafty ladies who
have tried their hands at a multitude of hobbies over the
years. Most of their patterns are done using machine appliqué and usually depict their favorite subjects—animals, children and nature.
They will be presenting their trunk show at both of our May
guild meetings.
Their website is a great place to peruse their many patterns:
http://www.harebrainedhappenings.com
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Using Up Scraps #12 with Vikki MacDonald
Drunkard’s Path Quilts

All Drunkard’s Path quilts use one block, in which two contras8ng fabrics are used. There are two
possibili8es for these blocks - a “dark block” in which the background fabric is dark and a “light block”
in which the background is light.
Dark Block

Light Block

=

=

The contrast of the fabrics, mainly due to their value (light and dark) and the block set (layout) of the
blocks in the quilt create the various paFerns. On this page are six examples with the same number of
dark and light blocks.

Rippling Water
8 Dark & 8 Light

Vine of Friendship
8 Dark & 8 Light

Sun Dance
8 Dark & 8 Light

Falling Timber
8 Dark & 8 Light

Whirlpool
8 Dark & 8 Light

Algonquin Trail
8 Dark & 8 Light

Not all
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Drunkard’s Path quilts have an equal number of dark and light blocks. Some, as in Tumbleweed, have
more of one than the other. Others use only one block throughout the entire quilt, as in Harvest Moon
and Pebbles in the Sand.

Tumbleweed
12 Dark & 4 Light

Pebbles in the Sand
16 Dark & 0 Light

Harvest Moon
0 Dark & 16 Light

When expanding these layouts be aware of the number of blocks needed to complete the paFerns. In
the examples provided all of them have only block sets of 4 by 4. Most would need an even number of
blocks to complete the paFerns. Those illustrated that would not require an even number block set are
Rippling Water and Vine of Friendship.
While the draYed illustra8ons show quilts with only two contras8ng fabrics, scrappy Drunkard’s Path
Quilts can be made using any number of fabrics, keeping in mind the need for a clear contrast, as in
these quilts shown at the guild mee8ngs in April.

The drunkards path block is tradi8onally be pieced by hand or machine. Generally, it is wise to pin the
two sec8ons, star8ng with a pin at the centre point. There are many tutorials on the Internet. Here are
a few of them:
Very clear video on machine sewing the block:
hFps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7E5Rg-TFy4
Covers making templates:
hFp://sewnbyleila.blogspot.ca/2012/01/23-drunkards-path.html
Machine appliqué version:
hFps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRIoxqoNktQ
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Madeline will take pictures of members for the handbook in either May or September.

Extra Postage Required
Due to the fact that there is so much going on in our guild, a single stamp is no longer enough to send
printed copies through Canada Post. Pat Lockyer will affix the extra postage, the cost of which the guild
will cover, for the remainder of this year. In September, those wishing to have their newsletters mailed
will be required to put $1.80 worth of stamps on each self-addressed envelope. If you would prefer to
pick up your newsletter at the guild meetings, arrangements can be made.
- Marg Sandiford, Newsletter Editor
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PAL Quilts
We are very close to hitting a milestone! FIFTY quilts for Hospices! There are still two months
left in our year. Please consider helping to make this happen. Quilts will be accepted at the
afternoon meetings or by calling Judy Siegner to arrange for a pickup. Watch for some
changes coming to this program for next year. Stay tuned! - Judy Siegner
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Scraps of Wisdom… from our guild member, Vikki MacDonald
Caring for your Olfa Rotary Mat
To clean your OLFA mat, use a generous amount of room temperature water and a few drops of mild detergent. Use a soft, mild bristle brush to create a lather and gently clean your mat. Rinse with room temperature water and wipe dry with a cotton towel. Please note that warm or hot water and direct sunlight
may damage the mat.
This information is provided by OLFA cutting mats. This information is forwarded for your use by Charlie’s EZ Mat Cutters, a distributor of OLFA products. Visit them at www.olfadeals.com
Do you have some wisdom to share with our members? Please send it along to margsandiford@hotmail.com or write
it down and give it to me at a guild meeting. This is a great way to learn from and support one another in our quilting
adventure. - Marg Sandiford
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Mannheim Sewing Circle
Join us on Wednesday, May 10th, 9am - 4pm, for another Mannheim Sewing Circle. Bring a
project of your choice to work on and your packed lunch - we will provide tea and coffee. All
are welcome! Your $4 donation helps cover the cost of the room. Directions to the Mannheim Community Centre can be found in your membership handbook or on our guild website.
Hope to see you there! - Megan and Tamara
Dear Afternoon Guild Members,
I have been attending the Evening Guild
meetings for many years. It is my preferred time for so many reasons. I like
the smaller group size, it is easier to get
to know my fellow quilters. If I want to
ask specific questions about a “Show and
Tell” quilt, I can always find the quilter at
the end of the meeting. Since there are
fewer members in the evening, there is
greater access to the library. I can easily
see and reach those inspiring quilting
books. Did I mention shorter line-ups for
checking out the books? Personally, the
most important benefit for attending an
evening guild meeting is relaxation. After
a busy day, this is my time, for my hobby.
I chat with friends, admire quilts, get new
ideas from the library. All I have to do is
sit, unwind and listen to our speakers. At
the conclusion of the meeting, I go home
ready for bed. Come out to an Evening
Meeting, you just might prefer it too!
- Karen Cassidy
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Some guild members are sensitive to scents:
Please refrain from wearing perfume to guild meetings.
DON’T FORGET TO SIGN IN AT
THE MEMBERSHIP DESK AND
GET YOUR DOOR PRIZE DRAW
TICKET! It is important for fire

regulations that we know
how many people we have in the community centre, especially during the afternoon
meetings.
If you know of a guild member who has become ill, please let our secretary, Robin Bogaert know so she can send a get well card
from all of us.
Doors open for guild
meetings at 12:45 in the
afternoon and 6:30 in the
evening. Unless you are involved in setting up the
room, please do not arrive
until after the above mentioned times so
those setting up have room to work. Thank
you!
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PRESIDENT’S CHALLENGE
Eileen has challenged all guild members to make a quilt of
a song title or a line from a song. Be creative with your
interpretation! Finished size 12½” by 12½” (the size of a
record album!)
Please include a sleeve and a label with the name of the
quilt, your name and the category (2017 President’s Challenge). These quilts will be collected at the June meeting.

Library News Please note that the date of our annual inventory has been changed to
Thursday June 15 from 1pm to 4pm. If you are able to help that afternoon, please sign up in
the library. All items out on loan are due at the guild meeting on May 17, 2017. There will be
no book sign outs in May but at the June guild meeting, you may sign out books to keep for
the entire summer.
Thank you for your co-operation,
Ruthanne and Judy.
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WCQG QUILT
EXHIBIT 2017
It is now time to submit your entry forms
for the upcoming quilt exhibit. You can
email your completed forms directly to
Charlene Stevens willowsweb45@yahoo.ca or print off a paper
copy from the website http://
www.wcquiltersguild.on.ca/ under ‘Quilt
Exhibit’ and hand it in at the May or June
guild meetings. One entry form is needed
per quilt. The deadline for submitting entry forms is June 21, 2017. For further information, please look on our website
under ‘Quilt Exhibit’.
Entered quilts will be photographed at
the Creative Sisters Quilt Studio on August 21st and 22nd
(and the 23rd if necessary). If you are
planning to be away
at that time, please
arrange to have
someone else bring in your quilts.
Thank you,
Bonnie and Ruthanne
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Guild Exhibit Magnets

Postcards and Small Posters

Please give your completed magnets to
Elaine LaRonde and see her for supplies to make
more. If you are travelling this spring and would like
to deliver some of our advertising magnets to the
quilt shops you visit, please see Elaine for a supply
and let her know the names of the stores to which
you are delivering.

This year we will have small posters for bulletin boards
and 20,000 postcards
for members to hand
out. Sounds like a lot of
postcards, but we were
able to distribute that
many for the last show.
With everyone’s help, it
will be an easy job. All
our advertising proved
very effective in drawing
people to our wonderful
display of quilts in 2015.
People can leave postcards at their church,
quilt stores, art stores
and many restaurants
and cafes. They will be
available at the guild
meetings, or they can
call or email me for a
bunch. - Ilene Atkins, Advertising Co-ordinator

Boutique Items for Our
Quilt Exhibit
For every item donated to the boutique, you
get a chance to win a $50 gift certificate.
Three small items entitle you to one entry,
each large item entitles you to one entry. We
are also accepting used quilt magazines, but
there are no entry ballots for these.
Thanks, Alin Chan,
Quilt Exhibit Boutique Co-ordinator

Silent Auction Items Wanted
Please bring your silent auction items to our guild meetings. These items will be gathered into
baskets and attractively displayed during the Quilt Exhibit in October. There is a table designated for these items at our guild meetings. Darlene Yanke will be pleased to accept these items
while Vikki MacDonald is away.

Small Quilt Draw
Our Small Quilt Draw needs your help! We need small quilts with a perimeter of between 30 to 60 inches (75
to 150 cm). Any type of quilting and design will be appreciated. Don’t forget to include your name! Please
hand them in at the membership desk to the attention of Pat Lockyer.
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Workshop: Creating Appliqués Using Inktense Pencils with Kathy Tidswell
Date: Friday, June 9, 2017, 9am - 4pm
Place: Mannheim Community Centre
Cost: $35.00 payable to Waterloo County
Quilters’ Guild (WCQG), upon registration - See
Elizabeth King at the next guild meeting or
email kingeliz@bell.net or phone 519-885-0393
to confirm attendance. Please bring your lunch.

Participants put their adult colouring skills to
work and play with Inktense pencils to create
flowers and leaves that will be cut out and used
to create appliqués. This is a fun workshop in
which participants will learn some of the tricks
for colouring realistic images of their choice and then adding water to turn them into beautifully shaded fabrics. After the appliqués are created, they will be cut out and fused to a background to start a block. Students
can use their teacher’s pattern for the clematis or bring their own inspiration for flowers or leaves.

http://www.gooseshophop.com/
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE: Huskystar 219 Sewing Machine Free arm zigzag machine purchased new in 2003. In perfect condition, complete with
User’s Guild and attachments: quilter’s guide, 1/4 inch foot, overcast foot, zipper foot, blind hem foot, transparent buttonsewing/
buttonhole foot and 30 bobbins. Asking $350.00. Contact Helene
Stevens at helene.sewwhat@rocketmail.com or519-886-4899.

FOR SALE: Singer Serger. 3 - 4 thread capability, free arm, differential feed, colour coded day in threading and built-in rolled hem.
24 stitch functions, self-threading lower looper. Used about 4
times, didn’t like using it. Paid $569.00, asking $400.00. For more
information call Brenda Cole 519-741-0102.
FOR SALE: Sewing machine table (not pictured) $20.00 For more
information call Brenda Cole 519-741-0102.

Please bring your Slab Quilts to the
guild meetings in May. We’ll show them
there and collect them to show in the St
Jacobs Schoolhouse Theatre Tea Room.
After that, they’ll be taken to Toronto
for distribution, along with our extra 28
blocks and unquilted tops that go to the
Big Quilt Bee at Quilt Canada.

Quilt Canada has asked
that we stop making any
more blocks - it seems
they’ve reached their
limit of what they’ll be
able to complete at the
Big Quilt Bee. If you still have blocks or unquilted tops, please consider finishing them as a SMILE quilt.
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Marilyn Farquhar

www.grandnationalquiltshow.ca
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Has anyone
tried this?

Let us know
if it works!

Check out their website for more details.
http://www.plowingmatch.org/committees-2017-main/quilting-2017/quilt-competition

The World Quilt Competition XX will be judged August 17-19, 2017 at World Quilt New England in Manchester, New Hampshire. I am pleased to continue as
the Canadian Coordinator for the competition.
The deadline for contest entrants to postmark or email
completed entries is May 15, 2017. My information is
on the entry form on the website.

Please pass this information on to any interested quilters in your area. There are many talented quilters living
in Canada and I would like to encourage more people to
enter.
Thank you so much for your assistance,
Debbie MacLeod
http://www.quiltfest.com/
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Your organization needs you!!
Each year some board position terms come to an end and it’s time
to get new ideas on the team. At this time the board is seeking
nominations for three positions.
Vice President – The VP works with the President to learn the
work of the organization. The VP is the liaison with the Regional
Representatives and assists them in their duties. The VP coordinates the fund-raising activities such as the CQA/ACC Trend-Tex
Challenge. The VP takes part in event planning, policy decisions
and running the organization. The term is one year with the expectation that the VP will move into the Presidency in the second
year. If you are outgoing, organized and a leader, this position
may be for you.
Social Media – Social media is the way we communicate with
quilters all over Canada and beyond, reaching thousands of quilters. The director generates, publishes and shares content on all
CQA/ACC social media platforms. Communicating and coordinating with other directors about trends and possible new opportunities is part of the job. The term is two years.

Website – This is a new position as CQA/ACC implements a new website in 2017. Duties will be to assist in setting up a new site,
maintain the site with current data and do updates as needed. This is a two-year position.
Full job descriptions and nomination forms are available on the website http://www.canadianquilter.com/members-area/
volunteer-duties.php
There might still be space in a class you want to take during Quilt Canada: check out CQA/ACC website:

http://www.canadianquilter.com/events/quilt-canada-2017.php

Arthritis Society Bluebird Quilt
Beautifully quilted by Alin Chan and soon to bound, our
stata blocks and appliqued bluebirds have come together to support those who suffer with arthritis.
If you have a story to tell, please email Kathy Bissett at
wcqg@ wcquiltersguild.on.ca so it can travel along
with the quilt. It will be raffled by the Arthritis Society.
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Jackie Syer Strip Piecing Workshop
Jean Cloes

April 8, 2017 at Mannheim

Sue Findlay

Mary Karen Gosselink

Christine McTavish

Ruth Hicks

Marilyn Hollinger & Sandra Farrish
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Program Outline

2016-2017

May - Harebrained Happenings &
Laura Sparks & Joanna Van Deursen from Victim
Services
Slab quilts due to be handed in at guild
meetings
June - Creating Appliqués Using Inktense Pencils with
Kathy Tidswell - Friday, June 9 at Mannheim
President’s Challenge Quilts due at guild meeting
Annual General Meeting, evening meeting only

Elected Officers of the Guild 2016-2017
President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Past President:

Eileen Fennell
Lilla Hall
Darlene Yanke
Robin Bogaert
Kathy Langill

Standing Committees
Historian:
Librarians:

Ruth Hicks
Ruthanne Snider (A)
Judy Pearce (E)
Membership:
Madeline Hughes (E)
Pat Lockyer (E)
Kitty Mitchell (E)
Betty Anne Scott (A)
Bettie Schuurman
Newsletter:
Marg Sandiford
Pat Lockyer - Mailings
Advertising Coordinator : Marg Sandiford
Program & Workshops: Kathy Langill
Quilt Exhibit:
Bonnie Murdoch, Co-chair
& Ruthanne Snider, Co-chair
Website:
Kathy Bissett

Quilting Months Ahead
Month

Day

Activity

May

6

Mini Retreat at Emmanuel United Church

May

10

Mannheim Sewing Circle

May

17

Regular guild meetings

May

23-26 St. Jacobs Quilt & Fibre Art Festival

May

26-27 New Hamburg Mennonite Relief Sale & Quilt
Auction

June

9

Kathy Tidswell Creating Appliqués with
Inktense Pencils Workshop

June

14

Mannheim Sewing Circle & Potluck Lunch

June
June
October

14-17 CQC/ACC Quilt Canada in Toronto
21

Guild Annual General Meeting, evening only

13-14 WCQG Quilt Exhibit at RIM Park

Our website: http://www.wcquiltersguild.on.ca/
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